
Auto Shocker™ INSTRUCTIONS 
 
For use in cars, trucks or SUV’s with interiors of up to 250 cubic feet. 
 
Read all instructions before using! 
 
In order to guarantee success, follow all directions exactly as indicated 
 
1. Place vehicle out of direct sunlight (ie. Carport or garage) sunlight/UV rays 
weakens Chlorine Dioxide strength. 
2. Open container and remove all contents 
3. Read all information on foil packet then open packet at notch edge carefully so 
as to not damage content inside. Remove the CLO2DMG Technology™ pouch from inside 
and discard desiccant. 
4. Take the CLO2DMG Technology™ pouch and shake thoroughly to help loosen and mix 
ingredients. Then place pouch back in  
the container provided. 
5. Place container inside vehicle in a cup holder or on a stable flat surface on 
top of lid provided. Do not put directly onto carpet. Do not apply when carpet is 
wet. 
6. Using measuring cup provided add one full measuring cup of warm tap water over 
pouch to activate. Do not put lid back on container until treatment is over and 
product is ready to be discarded. 
7. Close all doors and windows and lock vehicle to prevent others from entering 
vehicle while the product is working. 
 This product is completely nontoxic however it is an irritant, therefore there 
should be no persons or pets in the vehicle while the Auto Shocker™ is activated 
and in use. 
8. Leave the Auto Shocker™ working for 4 to 24 hours depending on severity of odor. 
9. At end of treatment open all doors for ventilation, and place lid back on the 
Auto Shocker™ and dispose in an outdoors  
waste container. 
10.Allow vehicle to ventilate for 20 minutes before entering. 
 
TIPS: In order to ensure optimal performance, you may want to follow these tips. 
 
a.Before using Auto Shocker™, make sure all interior compartments are open (ie. 
Glove box, armrest compartments, etc.). 
b.Pull down all visors. 
c.Place floor mats on their sides. 
d.Clean out ashtrays and remove trash. 
e.Change air filters. 
f.Before step 9, set fan to recycle and run fan for 15 minutes. 
g.Minimum temperature for Auto Shocker™ to work most effectively must not be below 
50 degrees Fahrenheit. 
 
For money back guarantee policy please hold onto foil packet and refer to our FAQ 
on our website. 
Auto Shocker™ is a safe and non-toxic product that will degrade into a saltwater 
solution. All components are biodegradable and eco-friendly. Made in the USA. 
 
1-877-RX BIOCIDE / 1-877-792-4624 
www.BiocideSystems.com 
 
WARNING:  Make sure to place lid on container before removing to avoid spilling any 
excess liquids as this may bleach some surfaces it comes in contact with. 
 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: Fold in half lengthwise then in accordion style (aka 
broadside accordion). The contact info must appear on the back of finished folded 
piece. 


